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1. Introduction 
Let G be a finite group and (3 its augmentation ideal. (Recall that ‘1 is the additive 
subspace of the integral group ring ZG spanned by all elementsg-1 with g in G.) If 
we view 9 as a right ZG-module, then $J can never have a projective cover in the cate- 
gory of finitely generated ZG-modules. However, if, for example, G is a p-group and 
we localise at the prime p, then ~3 (p, = g QD z ZCp) does indeed have a projective cover. 
We are concerned in this paper with the question of when projective covers of suit- 
ably localised augmentation ideals can be expected to exist. This problem arose in 
the extension theory of groups, where it is effectively equivalent o a question 
about the existence of maximal Frattini extensions for G (cf. 5 2 below). 
!t is perhaps to be expected that the existence of a projective cover forces a 
particularly simple structure on G. This can be seen in its purest form in the follow- 
ing result. Here g(G) = 9 @ z Z(G), where Z(G) denotes the subring of Q consisting of 
all a/b, with a, b integers and b prime to ICI. We stress that, throughout his paper, 
all modules are assumed to be finitely generated. 
Theorctm 0. There exists a projective cover for g a3) if and only if G is of prime- 
power order or is cyclic. 
It should be noted that a necessary and sufficient condition for every (finitely 
generated!) module over Z(G) G to have a projective cover is that G be of prime- 
power order [ 1, Proposition 3, p. 2541. 
If Z(G) is replaced in Theorem 0 by a more general semi-local ring, then the 
restriction on G becomes less stringent but interlocks very strongly with an arith- 
metic condition on the coefficient ring. To state our results we must first establish 
some notation. 
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If D is the ring of integers in an algebraic number field K and p is a prime ideal 
in D, we shall write Dp for the localisation at p . Given a set II of prime ideals of D, 
we put D, = n(DP : p E II). The set of rational primes below II is 
II’ = @ E Z and prime: p E p for some p in II). 
Let G be a finite group and II(G) the set of all prime ideals dividing 1GlD. Then 
II(G)’ is precisely n(G), the set of prime divisors of ICI. Note that ZntGI is now 
precisely the ring we have called Z(G) above. 
The group ring of G over D is DC. Modules will be understood as right modules. 
If M is a E-module, we write JQ 
(DG), z D,G and (D & = D, &. 
= MB, Dp and Mn = Mq, D,. Note that 
As usual, 71’ denotes the set of primes complementary ton; On(G) is the largest 
normal n-subgroup of G; and G = If 3 C means that G is the split extension of the 
normal subgroup H by the group C 
Theorem 1. Lcr KI be a subset of n(G) and assume G is n-soluble, where n = IIJ. 
(a) If n contains more than one element, then (D 9 )n has a projective cover only 
if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) G/O,,(G) = H 3 C$ when H is a cyclic Hall n-subgroup and C is cyclic of 
order n; 
(ii) D contains a primitive nth root of unity; 
(iii) H QD z D, s D,/IHI D, as D&-modules, where C acts on Ha 2 D,, only on 
the first factor H via conjugation and on D,/w( D, via an action on D, 
coming from a representation of C on D. 
(b) Conversely, if G and D satisfy conditions (i), (ii), (iii), then (D d)n has a pro- 
jective cover, irrespective of the size of ‘IT. 
It should be observed that if C > 1, then (i), (ii), (iii) together imply that H 3 C 
is a Frobenius group: i.e., C acts fixed point free on H. This follows from (iii) by a 
localization argument. 
The possibility that C = 1 in Theorem 1 is certainly not ruled out. Conditions 
(ii) and (iii) are then trivially satisfied. When C# 1, we deduce that !I n may easily 
fail to have a projective cover while (D!& may have one for a suitably chosen 
field K. 
Since +l are the only units in Z, Theorem 1 has the following immediate 
Gx~llary. Let G be n-soluble, where T is a subset of n(G). If 1 nl > 1, then gn 
bas a projective cover only if 
(i) C/O,$G) = H 1 C, where H is a cyclic Hall n-subgroup and (C( < 2, 
(ii) ICI = 2 implies that C operates as inversion on H. 
Conversely, if G satisfies (i) and (ii), then ‘_3 ~ has a proiective cover, whatever the 
size of T. 
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Theorem 1 and its corollary unfortunately give no structural information when 
In I = 1. The condition on the augmentation ideal in this case does not appear to 
be at all restrictive and Theorem 1 is certainly false. We show this by an example 
and discuss ome of the possibilities in $5. 
We do not know if the hypothesis of n-solubility in Theorem 1 is necessary. It
is certainly not needed if n = n(G); we have already stated this as Theorem 0 in 
case the coefficient ring is Z(,,. But it remains true also over DntG): 
Theorem 2. The augmentation ideal (D 9 )nco has a projective covet if and only if 
G is of prime-power order or is cyclic. 
The essential point that enables us to prove Theorem 2 for arbitrary G is that, 
when h(G) is the coefficient ring, all projective modules are actually free. A pro- 
jective cover is then afiee cover. In this case we have the following representation- 
theoretic criterion. 
Theorem 3. Let II be a subset of II(G). 77&n (D !_ )n has a free covet if and only if 
for every p f II and every irreducible (D/p) G-module M, 
where d(lI, 3) denotes the minimum number of generators of (Dq)n as D&-module 
and cM is 0 or 1 according as M is, or is not, trivial. 
We remark that, by [3, Theorem 2.11, d(II(G), !I) coincides with the minimum 
number of generators of Dg as a DC-module: 
It is also worth recording here that a byproduct of our arguments i the follow- 
ing fact. 
lbposition 1. Let li be a subset of II(G) and n = Il? Then d(lI, d ) = 1 ifand onZy 
if G/O,,(G) is a cyclic n-group. 
2. Connexion with extension categories 
Since the problems which led to our theorems arose in studying extensions of G, 
we recall briefly the connexion between extension categories (cf. [ 1, Chapters 9 and 
1 l]) and integral representation theory. 
For a commutative ring S and a group G one constructs the category (SC) of all 
extensions (i.e., exact sequences of groups) 
(AIE):1+A-+E+C+1, 
where A is an SG-module. A morphism (A IE) -+ (1 IG) is essential if and only if 
whenever H is a subgroup of E so that HA = E and H n A is an SC-submodule, then 
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H = E. We then call (A IE) an essential cover* in (g). If the essential cover (A IL’) is 
also a projective object in (SG\, then (A IE) is called a projective cover. If we consider 
only equivalence classes of extensions, we obtain a second category, called 2~~, 
whose objects are pairs (A, x), where A is an X-module and x E H2(G, A). The ob- 
vious surjective functor r : (E) + 2, preserves projectivity, essentiality and hence 
also projective covers. (For more details we refer to [ 1, 89.81.) 
The connexion with integral representation theory is given via the canonical iso- 
morphism 
I) : H 2 (G, A) s Ext;&, A), 
induced from the exact sequence 
Therefore 2,, can also be interpreted as equivalence classes of exact SG-sequences 
(AIM) : O+A -+M+Sy +O. 
If (@ ) denotes the category of all module extensions (A IM), then we obtain a func- 
$9) + 2, having most of the properties of the corresponding functor I’ on 
( ) -. 
It is now straightforward toprove 
Proposition 2. Let the equivalen cre class of the extension 
(AIE): l-,A+E+G+l 
correspond to the equivalence class of the extension 
(AVM):O+A+M&Sg+O. 
Then 
(i) (A IE) is a projective object ifand only ifMis u projective SC-module; 
(ii) (A IE) is an essential cover if and only if cp is an essential epimorphism of 
modules; 
(iii) (A IE) is a projective cover Vand only if M s S ‘3 is a projective cover. 
3. Proofs of Theorem 1 and of Proposition 1 
We return te the n Jtation explained in s 1. Augmentation ideals of various 
groups will appear and we shall adopt the convention of denoting the augmenta- 
* Rather than essential extension as in [ 1, p. 2081. The present erminology is less open to con- 
fusion. 
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tion ideal of a group by the lower case German letter corresponding to the capital 
italic letter naming the group. Moreover, for brevity, we shall write 9 II instead of 
(D 0 ! n- 
Emma 1. Given a D#epimorphism cp : P + !I n, then cp is a projective cover if 
and only if q = Q ~1~~ is a projective cover for every p E n. 
Further, QP is a prolective cover if and only if 4 Qp I,/ P is a projective cover. 
This result is surely known, but we sketch a proof. 
If every Qp is a projective cover, then Q is obviously essential and P is projective 
(e.g., [2, IV. 3.1, p. 1901). Conversely, Pp is obviously projective and so we need to 
prove that Q!, is essential. Now Q is given to be essential and so Ker Q 5 PJ, where Jfs 
the Jacobson radical of D,,G. Hence Ker(+) = (Ker Q)P C (PJ) C, = P+,Ju and so ‘pp 
is essential. 
The “only if’ assertion in the last part of the lemma is clear. Conversely, SF, is 
easily seen to be essential and so, to complete matters, we must show that Pp is 
projective. Let T be the Dp-torsion submodule of pPLI. Then PU/T is projective 
[2, IV, 3.4, p.1911 and since PC‘ is essential, T= 0. ’ ’ I 
Emma 2. Let N be a normal &subgroup of a group G and write G = G/AL Then 
!I* has a projective cover as DIIG-module if and only if !J ,1 has a projective covc~r - 
as D,, G-module” 
Proof. The natural projection G + G yields the exact sequence of Drr G-modules 
0 -+ II,,G + !-J 
r1 + $1 + 09 
where r\ nG is the right ideal generated by nrr . Since wl is invertible in D :1, n 1 I is 
DrrN-projective. Thus n,G is DrrG-projective and our sequence splits: 
%I = gII @ II,G. 
It is now clear that !\rr and gr, simultaneously have, or do not have, projective 
covers. 
We now begin the proof of Theorem 1. In view of Lemma 2, we may, and shall, 
suppose our group C to have O,,(G) = 1. 
Roof of Theorem 1 (a). ILet the given projective cover of !jrr be 
(1) O-+A-+P-+l\ +o. Ll-l 
Since 4,(G) = 1 and G is n-soluble, H = 4(G) is a non-trivial soluble normal sub- 
group. Let us write A = D,H and suppose s= d(II, l) ) is the minimum number of 
generators of the augmentation ideal t), of A. Then there exists an exact A-sequence 
3 ( ) * O+M+AS+l)rr -+O, 
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where M has no A-projective direct summand (and As denotes the direct sum of s 
copies of A). 
We now view our modules olely as A-modules until we reach equation (4). 
Schanuel’s Lemma applied to the A-sequences 
O-+g,+D,G-+D,+O, 
yields gn B) A s (Jo @ A*, where (J = (G : H). We may cancel A to obtain 
(3) tirr = hn @A*-? 
Now (2’) and (3) give 
O-+M-+As+U-l +-J, +O 
and applying Schanuel’s Lemma to this and (1) (of course, restricted to H) produces 
A @ As-+l =M @P_ 
Since P is also projective as A-module, it is free as such: say P E A’. By cancellation 
and the fact that M has no free summand, t > s + CJ - 1. Consequently 
(4) A EM @ At-S-a’l, as A-modules. 
We now show that the Dn-rank of A is one. Choose a minimal normal subgroup 
N of G. Then N <H and so N is an elementary abelian q-group for some 4 in 7t. Next 
choose 11 E II so that 4 e 11; this is where we use the hypothesis lirl > 1. Then the 
central idempotent 
1 
c 
e= K&TX 
associated with N lies in DpG and thus (1) breaks into the two sequences 
O+Ape+Ppe-+y+,e+O, 
O+dp(l-e)+Pp(l-e)+ 9~ (1 -e)+O. 
SinWp(l - 8 = DpG( I--- e), :l~ (1 - e) is DyG-projective. From this and the fact 
that 
O-+Ap+PpJy+O 
is a projective cover (by (1) and Iemma 1 ), we conclude that A (I* - e) = 0. There- 
fore AP = Ape, whence Aplr = 0. Now (4) implies t - s - CT + 1 = 0 and Mn = 0. The 
former yields 
(5) A g M, as A-modules ; 
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the latter, together with (MY)‘-’ @K z KM (which we obtain from (2) by tensoring 
with the quotient field K) yields (KH)‘-’ II = 0, and thus s = 1. Now (5) and (2) tell 
us the promised fact th,; A has D, -rank one. 
Let HI be the kernel of the representation of G on A. Then C = G/H1 must be 
cyclic, say of order 0 and with generator c; and there is a unit { of order n in D, so 
that C acts on A via Q’ = a& It follows that A has no nonzero C-invariant elements, 
whence 112k(C, A) = 0, for k 2 0. 
By Proposition 2 (i) and [ 1, Proposition 4, p. 2551, 
(6) H’(G, A) -,/lG[D,,, 
which is cyclic of order yt,, where 1Gl = n, n,l. Since H’ (Hl, A) = Hom(H1, A) = 0, 
the 5-term sequence associated with the group extension 1 -+ H, -+ G -+ C -+ 1 yields 
0+H2(C, A)-W2(G, A)+H2(Hl. A). 
The left hand term is zero as we have already noted; and the right hand term is 
H2(Hl, D,,), which is known to be the largest abelian n-image of Hl . Thus, by (6), 
we conclude that H, is a cyclic Hall n-subgroup of G. Since H, is normal, If, = H. 
We have now established (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1. It remains to prove (iii). 
SinceG=H 3 C, wemay view hIr as a G-module by letting H act by right multiplica- 
tion and C by conjugation. Then hc - 1 -+ c-‘hc - 1 extends to a DrrG-epirnorphisrn 
!7n + t>n, whose kernel is cnG, the right ideal generated by crI. Since n is prime to rr, 
c,G is &G-projective and thus 
(7) 
Now (1) yields 
(8) O-+A+Q+t),+O 
with Q a suitable direct summand of R As modules over A, A is the trivial module 
D, and Q 2 A. Hence the image of A in Q is generated by the element correspond- 
ing to &ll h in A. Thus (8) yields 
(9) A 3 Q/QP ‘~~/t)~f) --, 0, 
which is, of course, a G-sequence with c acting on A as multiplication by { (the unit 
of order n) and therefore in precisely the same manner on Q/et,. Now 
as DIIG-modules (via h GD 1 f--f (h - 1) + tin t)), so that (.9) provides the required 
B&-sequence 
Proof of Theorem 1 (b). This time we are given the D,, C-sequence (10). We may 
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view this as a DnG-sequence and construct the pull-back to (10) and bn -+ He D, : 
say 
(11) O+D,+Q--0--,~,-+0. 
If we can prove this to be a projective cover then using (7) 
O-+D,-+Q c~c,G+g~-+O 
will be a projective cover of 9 n. 
We know that Q is D&-projective and so, in order to prove that Q is D,G-pro- 
jective, we merely have to know that Q is A-projective (where, as before, A = D&). 
Recalling the usual construction f the pull-back as a submodule ofa direct sum, we 
find a t in D,, so that u = (t, h -- 1) E Q, where (h) = H. Now it is easy to verify that 
I is a unit and that 1 + u gives aA-isomorphism A 3 Q. Thus Q is D,G-projective. 
For each p in II, the sequence 
is essential, because the kernel cannot contain aprojective direct summand. Hence 
by Lemma 1, (11) is essential. 
Remark. It is an instructive exercise to translate suitable portions of the above 
proof into the language of group theory. We point to two such places. 
(i) The argument involving N and leading to equation (5) hinges on the conclu- 
sion that N operates trivially on Ap . Had we worked modulo p(which is possible by 
Iemma 1) then we would be essentially in the following situation: a finite group 
E with a normal abelian p-subgroup A contained inthe Frattini group of E and 
E/x s G. Our proof implies that every normal q-subgroup A@, with 4 # p, central- 
ises 2. This is equivalent tothe well-known theorem of Gaschiltz that a normal sub- 
group of E containing2 isnilpotent if and only if it is nilpotent modulo x. 
(ii) The proof that (12) is a projective cover of b rI is equivalent tothe fact that 
a minimal free object in the category 2 DnH (cf. g2) is a projective cover (cf. [ 1, 
p. 253, Proposition 2(i)]). 
Proof of Proposition 1. If d(II, !I) = 1, we have an exact sequence 
Tensoring with K’ shows that A @ K z K and hence that A is the trivial module Drt v 
Equation (6) in our proof of Theorem 1is valid and hence (as we argued there) 
the largest abelian -image ofG is cyclic of order n,, where ICI =_nnnn’. 
Conversely, if G = G/O,$G) is a cyclic n-group, we have a D&-projective cover 
cf. (I 2) above. ow the proof of Lemma 2 yields a D,,G-projective cover 
O-+D~-,D,G-+!~,-,O, 
whence d(ll, !I) = 1. 
4. Proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 
We begin with Theorem 3. Writing s = d( II,!\ ), wc hat.: an exact sequence 
Then $1 n has a free cover if and only if 9 is essential. 
Choose any p in I1 and write F”] = D/y. Suppose U is the indecomposable pro- 
jzetive F/PC-module having Fi as image: U/UJ - 
of FPG. Applying Schanuel’s Lemma to 
== f$, where J is the Jacobson radical 
(13) O+W+U+Fp+O, 
O+!\y/p~~y +FyC+ Fp +O 
shows that 
(14) q,,lmy s UJ@ v’, 
where U Q U’ * - FpG. For each irreducible FPG-module M, let rM be the number of 
times&f appears in 41 G/J: and Iet SM be the number of occurrences of M in UJ/UJ2. 
Now by Emma 1,~ is essential if and only if 9 cs lFP is essential for all p in II. 
In view of (14), this happens if and only if 
for ah M (and aI1 #I ). (Cf. the statement of Theorem 3 for the definition of CM.) 
Since 
Nt (G, M) 2 EndFP c(M)‘M 
(which comes immediately from the cohomology sequence given by ( 13)) and 
End, 
0 
G’ (M)‘M, 
the above relation is equivalent o 
I&G, M)I = D41s- sM, 
and so Theorem 3 is completely proved. 
Roof of Theorem 2. if G is of prime-power order, then (D’J)~~(~) = !J,~(~) has a 
projective cover (e.g. by Proposition 2 and [ 1, Theorem 8, p. 2691). If G is cyclic, 
the same conclusion is implied by Theorem 1. 
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&ppose then, conversely, that \J n(G) has a projective cover. This is then necessar- 
ily a free cover. We may therefore apply the criterion of Theorem 3. Taking 
M = Fp (= D/p), we find 
(1% d(G/G’Gp) = d(fl, 0 ). 
Hence G > G’GP and so, if G = G/I? is the largest soluble image of G, G # 1. More- 
over, n(G) = n(G) = n(C;IG’), whence also IT(G) = l-I(c). 
Writing LI = II(G), we now find 
--- 
d(I-I, 3) < d(liI, !I ) = d(G/G’Gp), by (15), 
-- 
QW, 9, 
-- 
because $1 /!I 2 s G/G’, 
whence 
(16) d(L-L 9) = d(L-L!l). 
Choose any irreducible F@module M. This remains irreducible when viewed as 
an Fy G-module. By the definition of H, 
H’(H, M) = Hom(If, M) = 0 
and so the cohomology sequence associated with 1 + H + G + G + 1 yields 
HI@, M) zH* (G, M). This, together with (16) and Theorem 3, shows that &, 
has a projective cover also. By Theorem 1 we conclude that G is cyclic or a prime- 
power group. In the latter case G = G because n(G) = n(G). In the former case, by 
(16), d(II& ) = 1 and so again G = G, this time by Proposition 1. 
5. Examples 
Our first example shows that the cardinality condition on n in Theorem 1 (a) 
cannot be omitted. 
Example. Let S be the symmetricgroup of degree 3 and A = (a) have order 2. ff 
G = A 1 S, the regular wreath product, then 02t(G‘) = 1 and a Sylow 2-subgroup is 
non-cyclic and non-normal. But gf2) has a projective cover. 
Proof. The only non-obvious point to be established is that g(2) has a projective 
cover. We do this by verifying the conditions of the criterion in Theorem 3. 
U2 
We first describe the structure of F2S. Let S be generated by U, u, where 
= u3 = 1 and Vu = I?. Let W be a twodimensional F2-space with basis ~1, w2 on 
which U, v act like the matrices 
respectively. Then W is an irreducible 2S-module and End,@‘) has dimension one. 
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Hence W occurs twice in FZS, modulo its radical, and therefore F$? = U @ W @ W. 
Here U is the principal indecomposable module with F, as image and we have 
O-+F,-W+F,+O 
is exact. 
Let 1 + R + F+ S + 1 be a minimal free presentation of S. By a theorem of 
Gaschiitz (cf. [ 1, p. 272]), 
R/2i? s F, @ F,S. 
Since G = (F$) 3 S, G is an image of F and so d(G) = 2. By Proposition 1 and 
because G is not 2-nilpotent, d(2, y ) = 2. 
Take now any irreducible FZG-module JL Since B = F,S (the base group) is a 
2-group, M must be centralised by B. Thus M is an irreducible F$-module and 
hence is F2 or W. 
Now H1 (G, F2) z S/S’ X F2 and so it has the size required by Theorem 3. On 
the other hand, W is F$projective and so ffk(S, W) = 0 for all k 2 1. Thus the five 
term exact sequence shows 
H’(G, W) s H'(B, W)G 2 Horn& W) 
and the right hand side is HomS(F+, w) 2 F$ Thus IH’(G, w)l = I WI, as required 
for Theorem 3. This completes the proof. 
Our second example is designed to show how very strongly the existence of a projec- 
tive cover depends on the relation between G and II. (The number-theoretic back- 
ground for what follows can be found, for example, in [4, V, 5 5 12, 131.) 
Example. Let 1 be a primitive cube root of 1 and K = Q(c), D = Z(c), the ring -- 
of integers in K. Now z,T are primitive cube roots of 1 in F, and so are 3,9 in F,,. 
Hence we have two epimorphisms D + F, given by 5 + 2, c -+ 4, with kernels J+ y 
~2, respectively; and two epimorphisms D + F,, by 5 + $5 + 9, with kernels 
91, q2? respectively. Moreover, 70 = p1p2 and 130 = q1 q2. 
Let H be the cyclic group of order 7 l 13 with generator ah, where a7 = 1, Id3 = 1; 
let C be the cyclic group of order 3 on c and G, s = H C with ac = a’, bC = bS. Assum- 
ing G, s is a Frobenius group, the four possibilit’ies for (v, s) are (2,3), (4,3), (2,9), 
(4 9) 
, 
3 l 
If n = {7,13), then there are many possibilities for II; the only constraint is that 
ll must contain at least one of pl , p2 and at least one of 4 1, q 2. Condition (iii) of 
Theorem 1 here amounts to the requirement that C must act on D,/iHID, exact- 
ly as it does on HB D,. There are two possible representations of C on Dn: c + 5 
or c + c2. Hence G, s has a projective cover for its augmentation ideal over D,, if and 
only if 5 or t2 acts by multiplication on D,,/lHIDn exactly as (r, s) acts on H@ D, . 
For example, if II = { pl, ql), D,,/IHI D, s F, X F,, and { acts like (2,3), c2 like 
(4,9). Thus G~,J and G4 9 do have projective covers for their augmentation ideals 
but G4.3 and G2.g not. if II = {pl, q 2), the situation is reversed. 
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If II contains more than two ideals, none of our groups can have an augmenta- 
tion ideal with projective cover. 
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